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Ensure Reliability of Ice and Snow Storm
Emergency Generators, Snow Blowers,
Chainsaws and other Equipment

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA, US,
March 13, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Ensure Reliability & Performance of
Emergency Storm Equipment

As storms sweep across the country,
bringing extreme rain and snow
conditions, crippling highways and
stranding people at home or work, it is
critical to make sure that snow blowers,
generators, chainsaws and other gas-
powered emergency storm equipment is
ready to use at a moment’s notice.  Star
brite’s Star Tron Enzyme Fuel Treatment
is what professionals and first
responders rely upon to make sure their engines start up right away when they are needed, especially
if they have been idle for months at a time. The unique formula allows for a more complete burn of the
fuel charge to ensure easy smoke-free starts, maximum power and improved fuel economy. Today’s
fuels can begin to degrade and form gums in as little as 30 days, causing engines to be difficult to

Fuel quality is critical to
ensure that snow blowers,
generators and other
emergency equipment starts
when needed”

Bill Lindsey, Star brite

start. The proprietary blend of enzymes break apart and
disperse gums and other solids throughout the fuel, keeping
carburetors and fuel injectors fully-functional and clean. Fuels
attract water which degrades overall quality and can lead to
phase separation; Star Tron’s enzymes also break apart
clusters of water molecules into submicron-sized droplets that
can safely be eliminated as the engine operates. 
Star Tron is also a powerful fuel stabilizer, keeping stored fuel
fresh for up to two years. Star Tron is ideal for use in all
engines, from the smallest gas-powered outdoor equipment to

cars, trucks, boats and more. 
For more info, go to www.startron.com or call (800) 327-8583
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